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Abstract

C/Ni bilayers of various layer thicknesses (20-40 nm) were ion bombarded using Ga+ and Ni+

projectiles with energies in the rangeof 20-30 keV. Ion bombardment resulted in thegrowth

of aNi3C rich layer with the following features: a. / sharp carbon / Ni3C rich layer interfaceb.

/ theamount of Ni3C produced by the irradiation proportional to thesquare root of the fluence

and depended on the type of projectilec. / good correlation between thedistribution of

vacancies produced by the ion bombardment and thedistribution of theNi3C. The formation

of themetastableNi3C compound was explained by avacancy assisted process. Thesharp

interface is theconsequenceof a relaxation process removing the intermixed Ni from the

carbon layer. Thesquare root of fluencedependenceof the thickness of the Ni3C rich layer

can be explained by ausual diffusion equation considering moving boundaries.

Confidential: not for distribution. Submitted to IOP Publishing for peer review 19 January 2011
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1. INTRODUCTION

There is a constant need for materials with desired physical and chemical behavior. This need

can be, as least partially, fulfilled by non-equilibrium phases, which might exhibit unique,

tailored features. Similarly, nano structures also display exceptional physical and chemical

features. Therearevarious methods which can be applied to producenon-equilibrium

structures; oneof them is ion bombardment, which can also beused for producing such

structures in nano regions.

Ion irradiation of solid prompts aseries of processes, likecollisional events, large temperature

increase in small volumes, radiation enhanced diffusion, chemically driven transport, etc,

resulting in serious changes of the irradiated solid. Oneof theprocesses occurring during ion

irradiation of asolid is ion beam mixing (IBM), which might cause thebroadening of the

originally abrupt interfacebetween two purematerials by prompting the transport of the

atoms from onepure region to theother [1-3]. IBM has been applied for producing tailored

materials from the eighties [4]. Roughly speaking, the IBM process can bedivided into two

parts as a./ themixing taking placedue to collisional cascade, thermal spikeetc initiated

directly by theprojectileb./ the relaxation of thehighly non-equilibrium damaged region. The

relaxation in many cases is terminated by a fast cooling period, consequently thedamaged

region generally does not reach equilibrium condition, rather it remains in a metastablestate.

A hugevariety of metastablestates can beobserved ranging from miscible amorphous state

[5] to the immiscibleamorphous states [6, 7]. Theobserved kinetics vary greatly too, themass

transport in limiting cases might besymmetric or asymmetric [8, 9]. Applying focused ion

beam (FIB) nano patterning of ion beam affected material is possible. Thus using ion

bombardment, wecan producenano regions of non equilibrium material of thedesired

properties.
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Recently wehave reported preliminary results of medium energy IBM experiments on aC/Ni

system, which resulted in Ni3C rich layer exhibiting sharp interfaces [10]. Ni3C is a

metastablecompound with various applications; it can beused a. / to improve themechanical

behaviors of thin films [11, 12], b. / as templateof hexagonal Ni for sensor application on the

surfaceof nanotubes [13], c. / in nano architectures[14]. 

In this paper, wewill giveamoredetailed description of the ion bombardment induced

mixing of theC/Ni interface applying different projectiles and ion energies. It will beshown

that until reaching acritical fluence, thecarbon/mixed layer (containing Ni3C) interface

remains sharp (despite the large carbon transport occurring through the interface). Theamount

of produced Ni3C depends on thesquare root of the fluenceand the typeof projectilebesides

the ion energy. Wewill also show that thealterations produced by the ion bombardment can

only be explained by considering the relaxation processes taking placeafter primary mixing is

terminated.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

C/Ni multilayered specimens havebeen prepared by sequential sputter deposition of pure

carbon and nickel on silicon (111) substrate. The nominal structures of the specimens were:

specimen A; 3x(C 28 nm /Ni 40 nm)/Si substrate, specimen B; 3x(C 21 nm /Ni 37 nm)/Si

substrate.

Theactual structures of thespecimens before and after irradiation weredetermined by cross

sectional transmission electron microscopy (XTEM). Thesamples for XTEM studies were

prepared by applying the usual procedure [15]; first mechanical polishing was applied, which

was followed by Ar+-ion milling. XTEM images were taken by aPhilips CM20 200 kV

analytical microscope.
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Thesamples were irradiated by applying various energies and fluences of Ga+ and Ni+ ions.

A 200x200 µm2 areaof thespecimens were irradiated by Ga+ in a LEO 1540XB (FEG SEM –

FIB) cross beam system, using theCanion FIB optics. Thearea to be irradiated had been

located using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) secondary electron image (SEI), and then

checked on asinglepass FIB SEI image. The angleof incidenceof the irradiation was 5o

(with respect thesurface normal). Theenergies of theGa+ projectiles were 20 and 30 keV,

and the ion current density varied in the rangeof 3-20 nA/mm2. Theapplied fluences, 0, 25,

50, 100, 200, 400 and 800 Ga+/nm2, weredetermined by the timeof thesinglepass

irradiation.

10x10 mm samplewas irradiated by Ni+ in Rossendorf [16]. Theangleof incidenceof the

irradiation was 0o, and energies of 20 and 30 keV were applied.

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) depth profiling was carried out in our dedicated systems

by aSTAIB DESA 100 pre-retarded CMA in direct current mode. Theprimary electron

current was 30 nA with a diameter of about 60 µm.1 keV Ar+ ions wereused for AES depth

profiling with angleof incidenceof 74o (with respect to thesurfacenormal). The ion current

was kept constant during sputtering. Thesamplewas rotated (4 rev/ min) during ion

bombardment. Theseparameters were chosen to minimize the ion bombardment induced

surfaceand interfacemorphology development.

2.1 Deriving elemental concentrations fromtheAuger peak intensities

Theshapes of theC Auger peaks in graphiteand carbidestrongly differ, thus the two phases

can easily beseparated. This way wecould distinguish five constituents in thesamples, those

of C, Ni, Si, Gaand Ni3C. Weused theusual relativesensitivity factor method for calculation

of theconcentrations [17]. To determine the relativesensitivity factors for our spectrometer

and measurement conditions for thespecies above we followed various ways. Therewere

always regions in thesamples, which contained only pureC, Ni and Si. Using theAuger
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intensities measured in these regions wecould determinedirectly the relativesensitivity

factors of theseelements. In the cases of Ni3C and Ga, there wereno pure regions, thus other

solutions wereapplied. Therewere regions in the samples whereonly Ni3C and Ni were

found. In these regions thedecreaseof theNi signal (theshapeof which is not affected by the

chemical interaction) with respect to thepureNi signal can be attributed to thepresenceof C;

this allows us to determine theamount of carbide present and thus thedetermination of the

relativesensitivity factor of theNi3C as well. The relativesensitivity factor of Gawas

determined by fitting the measured numbers of Ga atoms to the implanted one in asample

where wecould assumethat all Gaprojectiles remained in thesample. The samerelative

sensitivity factors wereapplied for all measured spectra.

In this system thevolumedensity strongly varies (thevolumedensities of Ni and graphiteare

91 and 113 atoms/nm3, respectively). Thus, the AES depth profiles will not begiven in the

usual concentration vs. depth representation; rather the representation of volumedensities

(atoms/nm3) vs. depth (nm) will beused. Having this representation, onecan integrate the

depth profile to result in the total numbers of atoms / unit area, which allows thecomparison

of thecalculated number of atoms with thosedetermined by XTEM.

2.2 Calculation of thedepth scale

Theprocedure to be applied herehas been published recently [18] and will only beshortly

summarized as follows. In AES depth profiling, thenumber of atoms, i
tN∆ , of element i

removed from an areaA during time∆t of ion bombardment is JtYXAN Ti
i
t **** ∆=∆ ,

whereXi is theatomic concentration of element i, YT is the total sputtering yield of sputtered

material, and J is the ion current density. It is assumed that the intermixed region is an ideal

solution and thus theaverageatomic density of themixture is ( )∑=
i

iia X ρρ //1 , whereρi is

theatomic density of pureelement i. The total sputtering yield of themixturewas assumed to
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be ( )∑=
i

iiT YXY , where theYi is thepartial sputtering yield of element i. Though it is well

known that this equation is generally not valid [19], weused it sinceTransport Rangeof Ions

in Matter (SRIM) [20] simulation predicted an error of less then 20 %. Thenumber of atoms

in theunaltered layers, assuming nominal densities, is known from theXTEM studies, which

provides the thickness of layers. The calculated (from AES depth profile) and measured (by

XTEM) number of atoms can be equaled for a given layer providing the ion current density.

Using this value, wehave thedepth scale. Thesamples have four layers, which havenot been

affected by the implantation. Wealways calculated thenumber of atoms in theunaltered layer

as well. Using theabove procedure thedeviation of thecalculated and measured (by XTEM)

numbers of atoms in the four unaltered layers were less than 6%, proving thevalidity of the

method.

3. Results

3.1 XTEM results

XTEM imaging was used to characterize the initial and final (irradiated) structures of the

samples. Figure1 shows theXTEM imageof the as received sample B. The imageshows that

theNi and C layers arepolycrystallineand amorphous, respectively. The interfaces are flat.

The intrinsic rms roughness of the interfaces was estimated, based on the XTEM images, to

be less than 1 nm. Similar results wereobtained in caseof theas received sampleA as well.

In figure2 the XTEM imageof sample B irradiated by 200 Ni+ (20 keV)/nm2 is shown. Only

the top C and following Ni layers wereaffected by the irradiation. In the first C layer abroad

distribution of heavier atoms (darker contrast would be identified as Ni, see later) appeared. In

the first Ni layer wecould identify anew layer with lower contrast. Thedetailed chemical

analysis of thesamplewas carried out by applying AES depth profiling. The rms roughness of
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theC / new layer interfaceseemed to besomewhat higher than that of the intrinsic C/Ni

interface, but it is still less than 1 nm.

3.2 AESdepth profiling results

Figure3 (a) shows the wholeas measured AES depth profile recorded on sampleB irradiated

by 200 Ni+ (20 keV)/nm2. Carbon being in carbideand graphite areshown separately; Ni3C

and C stand for theAuger signal emitted by Ni3C and graphite, respectively. Figure3 ashows

that only the first C (counted from the freesurface) and the following Ni layers areaffected

by the irradiation; thus in the following wewill show only this part of thedepth profiles.

Figure3 b shows, in good agreement with theXTEM image, that theNi irradiation caused the

formation of a./ abroad Ni enriched region in the C layer (part of theNi is in Ni3C form); b./

Ni3C rich zone in theoriginally pure Ni layer, wherewecannot detect graphite (our detection

level is about 4 %). The interfacebetween theC layer and theNi3C rich zone is abrupt. If Ga+

irradiation is applied, as shown in figure4, theNi3C carbide formation in theNi layer is

similar to theprevious one.

Wehavecarried out many experiments varying theprojectiles (Ga+ and Ni+), their energies

and thesamples. In the following, as examples, some typical results will besummarized.

First in figure5 (a) and (b) weshow theNi3C density distributions for sampleB applying Ni+

and Ga+ irradiations, respectively. Theapplied fluences (numbers of ions/nm2) / ion energies

(keV) areshown in the figures. Thedepth scales areshifted to have theC/Ni3C transitions at

thedepth where theoriginal (non-irradiated ) C/Ni interface is. Figures 6 (a) and (b) show the

Ni (all Ni being in carbideand metallic form) and C density distributions, for various fluences

applying Ga+ irradiations. In figure7, weshow the Ni (all Ni in carbide and metallic form)

density distributions after Ni+ irradiation with various fluences; the fluences (units number of

Ni+ /nm2) applied are given in the figure. Last, in figure8, weshow the total amount of Ni3C

/nm2 formed applying Ni+/20keV, Ga+/20 keV and Ga+/30 keV irradiations of sampleB as a
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function of thesquare root of theapplied fluence. Similar results wereobtained if sampleA

was irradiated.

4. DISCUSSION

In thediscussion wewill address two questions a./ how can asharp C/Ni3C rich layer

interface form, b./ how can wedescribe the growth of theNi3C rich layer. In both cases we

will deal with aonedimensional problem.

4.1 Formation of thesharp interfacebetween the carbon and theNi3C rich layer.

Figure6 aand b shows that there is asharp interfacebetween theC and Ni (containing Ni3C).

This means that aconsiderably amount of carbon is transport to theNi layer, while theNi

transport to thecarbon layer is negligible, that is, thematerial transport during the ion

bombardment process is strongly asymmetric.

Asymmetric natureof material transport in thecourseof IBM has been demonstrated long

timeago. Norlund et al. [8] studied the IBM of Co/Cu and Ni/Cu layers by means of

molecular-dynamics simulation. They found that theproduction of vacancies and interface

roughening is asymmetrical; moreCu is introduced into theCo or Ni layers than viceversa,

and morevacancies areproduced in theCu layer than that in Co and Ni layers. The

asymmetric mixing was explained by the lower melting point of Cu. Chang et al. predict that

theelements of lower cohesiveenergy aremore mobilecausing the asymmetric mixing [9].

Theseexplanations, however, arenot applicable for our case, whereC with much higher

melting point and cohesiveenergy than thoseof Ni, seems to be themore mobilespecies.

Stepanovadeveloped aphenomenological model to describe the asymmetric mixing

considering thekinematical factors as well as the changed sputtering yield due to compound

formation [21, 22]. However, the asymmetry found in our case is so high, that it is unlikely

that onecould find parameters using of which thegiven calculation would describeour case.
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Ballistic model based simulations generally predict that asharp interface (two purematerials

in contact) broadens due to the ion bombardment resulting in an error function concentration

distribution. Theparameter of the error function increases with fluence. This is exactly the

picturesuggested by the SRIM [20] simulation (based on ballistic model) if weapply it for

our case. It predicts that C enters to theNi layer and Ni appears in theC layer as well. The

broadening of the interface is moreor less symmetrical. TheSRIM simulation cannot account

for theaccumulation of thedefects during the ion bombardment. Themore refined TRIDYN

(TRIDYN_FZR, FZR-317 [23]) simulation (also based on ballistic model) gives amore

detailed description. According to theTRIDYN simulation, Ni penetrates to thecarbon layer

and its penetration distanceand concentration increasewith fluence. Thus, the results of both

simulations disagree with theexperimental finding, which shows astrongly asymmetric

material transport.

To understand our results weshould first emphasize that AES depth profiling as well as the

XTEM show thecondition of thematerial after the final stableor metastablestate is reached;

thus, westudy the condition after ion mixing and possible relaxation. To explain the

asymmetrical material transport found in our case let us first consider themeasured

penetration of theprojectiles.

Thedistributions of the implanted Gameasured on sampleB using various fluences at 20 keV

irradiation energy aresummarized in figure9. Theactually measured Gadensities are

multiplied to help theeasier comparison of thecurves (see later). Theshape of theGa

distribution is characterized by amaximum at the interface. In the figure, wealso show (by a

line) theshapeof theGa distribution according to SRIM simulation (applying thesame

bombardment conditions on thesamesamplestructure). Thesimulated Ga penetration also

shows themaximum at the interface. Themaximum based on thesimulation can be explained

by the lower projected rangeof Ga+ in theNi layer (7.2 nm) than that in theC layer (17.7nm).
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Becauseof thedifference of theprojected ranges, Gaaccumulation at the interface is

expected.

Themeasurement of the implanted Ni distribution is not so straightforward sincewecannot

distinguish between the implanted Ni and thoseoriginally in theNi layer. Thus, weare

restricted to themeasurement of theNi distribution in theC layer. Theatomic numbers of Ni

(28) and Ga(31) areonly slightly different, thus Ni penetration and themixing it causes

should besimilar to that of Ga. This is really the case if we consider theballistic model. In

figure7, weshow theNi distribution (by a line) according to theSRIM simulation. Theshape

is similar to that of Gadistribution shown in figure9. Themaximum at the interface is

explained similarly as before; theprojected ranges of Ni+/20 keV are18.8 and 7.7, in C and

Ni, respectively. Thus, weexpect that thedistribution of the implanted Ni would besimilar to

that of Ga. However, according to figure7 theNi distribution is strongly different from that

of Ga. It shows, at any fluence, amaximum within theC layer. Leaving themaximum toward

the interface theNi concentration strongly decreases. Close to theC/Ni3C rich layer interface

theNi concentration is low; at lower Ni+ fluences it even vanishes. Such behavior is

completely absent in the Gadistribution. This typeof distribution can neither beexplained by

theprimary penetration of theNi, nor with ion mixing, which supposes the transport of Ni to

theC layer. Wecan explain this distribution, however, assuming that after theprimary

processes (primary ion penetration and ion mixing), during the relaxation process,

desegregation occurs; all Ni transported into C either as primary ions or mixed atoms in

somevicinity of theC/Ni interface, return either to theNi layer or theNi enriched region of

theC layer.

Exactly thesamedesegregation process should occur in thecaseof Ga irradiation. Based on

theSRIM simulation it isclear that the IBM drives theNi atoms to theC layer into a2-3 nm

thick layer. If themixed Ni atoms remain there then if thenext cascadehits that region
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(containing mixed Ni) it drives theNi atoms even deeper. TheTRIDYN simulation predicts

such aprocess, which is resulted in Ni penetration into theC layer. Themissing Ni

penetration (figures 2,4,6) can only be explained by theNi desegregation, which should occur

before thenext cascade.

Similar explanation was applied for the IBM of Ag/Fesystem. In that system thehigh energy

ion irradiation resulted in much less interfacebroadening than that expected based on the

ballistic model; to explain this result, it was supposed that theballistic mixing is followed by

ademixing process [24,25].

4.2 Thegrowth of Ni3C layer

Figures 5 a and b show that thedensity of theNi3C does not depend on the fluence (except the

lowest fluences) applying either Ni+ or Ga+ projectiles. The (constant) density of Ni3C

depends on theprojectile, however. The thickness of theNi3C rich layer, with constant Ni3C

density, increases with increasing fluence. This process is similar to any heterogeneous

compound formation on asurfacee.g. silicon oxidation [26] or when melting or solidification

occurs. In all thesecases, thediffusion driven material transport results in amoving boundary

[27]. Thecorresponding differential equation (Stefan problem [27]) is Fick’s second equation

(in onedimension):

2

2

x

c
D=

t

c

∂
∂

∂
∂

(1)

where theboundary conditions at the two interfaces are

c is theconcentration of the reactant, s(t) is thecoordinateof themoving boundary H and k

areparameters describing the input and reaction of the reactant at the interfaces (the initial

)(0
1

ts=x=x dt

ds
k=

x

c
)H(c=

x

c

∂
∂−

∂
∂
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surface is fixed at x=0). According to theequations there is no compound formation in the

reacted zone (0<x<s(t)), which is saturated, thus thecurrent of reactant entering at x=0, is

completely consumed at x=s(t). Thesolution of this equation provides s(t), that is, thegrowth

of the reacted zoneas a function of time. In steady state condition (∂ 2c/∂ x 2=0) thesolution

of equation (1) gives s(t)~t and s(t)~√t dependencies for low and high t, respectively. In

materials science, themost famous application of this equation is most likely theDeal-Grove

equation describing theoxidation of silicon [26].

Desimoni et al. [28] applied thesameequation for thedescription of compound formation

during ion bombardment. In their approach, adsorption was replaced by the bombardment

induced current. They considered asymmetric and symmetric mixing as well. On theother

hand, they did not consider theactual concentration distribution, rather only theamount of

reacted material has been calculated.

Considering our present experiment, for the first glance, this equation seems to work properly.

A closer look reveals someproblems, however. Equation (1) assumes strong compound

formation (phase change) at thes(t) interface, and no compound formation in (0<x<s(t))

region, which is saturated. However, in our casea./ theNi3C is ametastablecompound with

positiveheat of formation, b./ in the0<x<s(t)region there is Ni + Ni3C, that is, the reacted

region is not saturated by Ni3C, c./ thecompound- (undamaged) matrix interface is not sharp.

In the following, weshow that despiteof these, seemingly contradictory facts, our system

meets with the requirements aboveand the layer growth is similar to any heterogeneous

reaction.

4.2.1 Formation of Ni3C.

Theheat of formation of Ni3C is in the rangeof +0.02-+0.05 eV determined by experiment

[29], and theory [30]; thus it is ametastablecompound which cannot be formed in

equilibrium conditions. Ion beam mixing is far from being an equilibrium process and thus it
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can overcome theproblem above. Really, IBM is frequently applied to producevarious non-

equilibrium phases likeamorphous alloys with negativeor positiveheat of mixing [1-9]. To

explain thesephenomena it is frequently argued that the fast quenching is responsible for the

process. Thereare, however, explanations that are more refined. It was observed that

multilayer systems of immiscibleelements could beconverted by IBM to amorphous non-

equilibrium alloys [6,7]. In thesecases the total energy of thesystem decreases despiteof the

positiveheat of formation of thealloy, since the mixing removes thehigh energy interfaces.

Wecan also find similar explanation for our case. Weassumethat themetastableNi3C forms

according to the following chain of reactions: 

Ni = Ni(int) + Ni(vac) (due to Ga+ or/and Ni+ bombardment) 2.a

3Ni + Ni(vac) + C (int) = Ni3C 2.b

adding the two equation gives

4Ni + C = Ni3C + Ni(int) 2.c

where int and vac stand for interstitial and vacancy, respectively. Theexperimentally reported

formation energy of theself vacancy of Ni is in the rangeof 1.3- 1.85 eV [31]. The formation

energy of Ni3C is +0.02-0.05 eV [29,30]. Wehavenot found data for theenergy of theC

interstitial in Ni, but it should bepositive. Theenergy of Ni(int) is supplied by the ion beam.

Thus, theenergy balance is negative, sinceahigh energy vacancy is annihilated in the

reaction, and thus the formation of theNi3C compound is energetically favorable.

4.2.2 Layer growth

According to eq. 2 b, compound formation is only possible in regions wherevacancies are

available. The Ga+ and Ni+ projectiles evidently producevacancies. Theamount of vacancies

is calculated by theballistic models. Theactual vacancy concentration is somewhat uncertain,

however, since theballistic models do not consider the relaxation processes. Experimentally

wecannot measure thevacancy distribution. Theprojectiledistribution can bemeasured,
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however, and it is accepted that thevacancy distribution correlates with it; thus based on the

projectiledistribution wecan estimate thevacancy distribution. TheGadistributions were

measured, and areshown in figure9. Themeasured densities aremultiplied by factors given

in the figure to make the comparison easier.

Thedepth distributions of Gaproduced by various fluences in the rangeof 100 - 400 Ga+/nm2

(a factor of 4 change in fluence) are rather similar. In caseof fluence600 Ga+/nm2 anew

featurealso appears, whileat low fluence (50 Ga+/nm2) thesignal is too much noisy for

comparison.

Thesimilarities of theGa distributions can beexplained by considering that at these

bombardment conditions thecarbon sputtering yield is low, consequently the thickness of the

carbon layer only slightly decreases, which decrease is balanced by thepresenceof the

implanted Gaatoms. Therefore, thepenetration of theGadoes not changestrongly as a

function of fluence, thus theshapeof the Gadistribution also does not change as a function of

fluence if weare in the given fluence range. That is, theonly changewith increasing fluence

is thedensity increaseof theGa, maintaining thesameshape. At higher fluence ranges, where

the removal of the carbon cannot beneglected, theGadistribution begins to change.

From thepoint of view of vacancy production we suppose that a threshold concentration of

vacancies necessary for compound formation. Since thevacancy concentration correlates with

theGaconcentration, the Gaconcentration should exceed also a threshold concentration for

thecompound production. It also follows that the thickness of thecompound should increase

with increasing fluence, since thenecessary threshold density of Gamoves deeper with

increasing fluence; consequently thereshould bea correlation between the Gapenetration and

carbide formation. This is really thecase. In figure10 weshow the Gaand Ni3C density

distributions as a function of depth for fluences ranging from 50 Ga+/nm2 to 600 Ga+/nm2. To

show the relativeposition of theGaand Ni3C distributions, thedistributions areshifted to
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have thesamedepth for theNi3C/pureNi transitions. It is clear that relative position of the

two distributions is unchanged while the fluence increases by more than a factor of 10. This

correlation supports theassumption that compound formation occurs if the vacancy

concentration exceeds a threshold value.

Thesamevacancy-mediated Ni3C formation process is responsible for theprojectile

dependent Ni3C density; figures 5 aand b show that applying thesamebombarding energy

Ni irradiation results in higher concentration of theNi3C than that produced by Ga irradiation.

Though the two projectiles are rather similar, SRIM calculation predicts morevacancies in the

Ni for Ni+ irradiation than that for Ga+ irradiation. This also supports theassumption that the

number of created vacancies determines the compound formation.

Wecan also account for theproblem of saturation. Obviously if thereareno morevacancies

available the reaction stops. Thus, thesaturation in the0<x<s(t)region is connected to the lack

of vacancies and not to theavailability of Ni atoms; thecoexistenceof theNi3C and Ni does

not mean that the region is not saturated.

The fluencedependence of theNi3C can also beexplained. Figure8 shows the total amount of

Ni3C produced as a function of square root of fluence. It is clear that there is asquare root of

fluence, √Φ, dependence if the fluence is higher than 100 Ga+/nm2 and 80 Ni+/nm2,

respectively, agreeing with theprediction of equation (1). At low values deviation occurs

from this dependence, which might beexplained by experimental inaccuracies (theAES depth

profiling also makes carbides) or according to equation (1), which predicts at lower fluences,

a linear fluencedependence instead of thesquare root one. Thecoefficients of the two

dependencies aredifferent, thus the fluencedependenceof compound formation shown in

figure8 might bealso explained by equation (1).

Theusual solutions of theStephan problem predict sharp transitions on both interfaces. These

can be accepted if wedeal with melting or compound production of high energy of formation.
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Even in thesecases thediscontinuous concentration distribution poses mathematical

problems. It has been shown, however, that supposing ahomogeneous reaction, abroad

interfaceon the growing side [32] is possible, as in our case.

Summarizing; theobserved compound formation was found to beavacancy assisted solid

state reaction, and thekinetics of the growth of thecompound layer is described by equation

(1). This process is expected to occur for other material pairs as well, where theabove

conditions apply. E.g. we haveobserved that the irradiation of Si/Cr layer pair by 30 keV Ga+

ions also resulted in abroad intermixed layer with sharp interface [33].  

In this experiment applying broad or/and overlapping ion beams, wehaveproduced an

imbedded layer containing anon-equilibrium compound, which allowed an easy structureand

chemical characterization. Obviously, using thesamearrangement but applying finely

focused ion beam and irradiating not overlapping regions, onecan produce nano particles of

desired size (limited by thebeam size). The lateral arrangement of the imbedded nano

particles can follow any tailored pattern becauseof theversatile control of theFIB.

5. Conclusions

The interfaceof C/Ni bilayer was bombarded using Ga+ and Ni+ projectiles of energies in the

rangeof 20-30 keV. The ion bombardment resulted in aasymmetric material transport, C had

been transported to Ni, but not viceversa. Becauseof theasymmetric material transport, the

carbon/Ni3C rich layer interfacewas found to besharp. The carbon transported to theNi layer

formed metastable Ni3C compound. Theconcentration of theNi3C compound depended on

the typeof projectile. With increasing fluenceonly the thickness of theNi3C rich layer

increased but not theconcentration of the Ni3C. The total amount of Ni3C produced by the

irradiation was found to beproportional to thesquare root of the fluenceat lager fluence

values.
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Thesharp carbon/Ni3C rich layer interfacecould beexplained by relaxation processes; theNi

transported into theC layer by thecascademixing, returns to theNi layer by means of

desegregation. MetastableNi3C formation was explained by avacancy mediated process,

while the fluencedependenceof the layer growth can bedescribed by diffusion equation

considering amoving boundary.
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Figurecaptions

1. XTEM imageof the as received sample B.

2. XTEM imageof irradiated sampleB. Irradiation: Ni+, 20 keV, 200 ions/nm2.

3. a. Thewhole as measured AES depth profile (Auger signal vs. sputtering time) of

sampleB irradiated by Ni+ (20 keV, 200 ions/nm2). b. Thebeginning part of the

profileshown in figure3 a. 

4. Theas measured AES depth profileof sample B irradiated by Ga+ (20 keV, 200

ions/nm2).

5. Ni3C density profilemeasured on sample B. a. projectileNi+ (20 keV). b projectile

Ga+. Theparameters in the figure are the fluences (unit, numbers of ions/nm2) and

energies applied.

6. TheNi (a) and C (b) density profiles in caseof Ga+ (20 keV) irradiation. The

parameters in the figure are the fluences (unit, numbers of Ga+ ions/nm2) applied.

7. TheNi density profiles for Ni+ (20 keV) irradiation. Theparameters in the figureare

the fluences (unit, numbers of Ni+ ions/nm2) applied. The lineshows theshapeof the

Ni distribution according to SRIM simulation.

8. The total amount of Ni3C / nm2 produced by various projectiles and energies as a

function of thesquare root of fluence (unit, numbers of ions/nm2).  

9. TheGadensity profile in sampleB at 20 keV Ga+ bombardment. Themeasured

density values aremultiplied by the factors shown in the figures to make the

comparison easier. Theparameters in the figure are the fluences (unit, numbers of Ga+

ions/nm2) applied. The lineshows theshapeof theGadistribution given by SRIM

simulation.

10. TheGa(line) and carbide (symbol) density profiles. Parameters in the figureare the

fluences (unit, numbers of Ga+ ions/nm2) applied. SampleB, Ga+ 20 keV. The
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distributions areshifted to have thesamedepth for theNi3C/pureNi transitions.
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Figures

Figure1. XTEM imageof theas received
sampleB.

Figure2. XTEM imageof irradiated sample
B. Irradiation: Ni+, 20 keV, 200 ions/nm2.
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Figure3. aThewhole as measured AES depth profile (Auger signal vs. sputtering time) of
sampleB irradiated by Ni+ (20 keV, 200 ions/nm2).

Figure3b. Thebeginning part of theprofileshown in figure3 a.
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Figure4. Theas measured AES depth profileof sampleB irradiated by Ga+ (20 keV, 200
ions/nm2).

Figure5. aNi3C density profilemeasured on sampleB; projectileNi+ (20 keV). The
parameters in the figure are the fluence (unit, numbers of ions/nm2)/ ion energy (keV).
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Figure5. b. Ni3C density profilemeasured on sampleB; projectileGa+. Theparameters in the
figureare the fluence (unit, numbers of ions/nm2)/ ion energy (keV).

Figure6. TheNi (a) and C (b) density profiles in caseof Ga+ (20 keV) irradiation. The
parameters in the figure are the fluences (unit, numbers of Ga+ ions/nm2) applied.
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Figure7. TheNi density profiles for Ni+ (20 keV) irradiation. Theparameters in the figureare
the fluences (unit, numbers of Ni+ ions/nm2) applied. The lineshows theshapeof theNi
distribution according to SRIM simulation.
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Figure8. The total amount of Ni3C / nm2 produced by various projectiles and energies as a
function of thesquare root of fluence.
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Figure9. TheGadensity profile in sampleB at 20 keV Ga+ bombardment. Themeasured
density values aremultiplied by the factors shown in the figures to make thecomparison
easier. Theparameters in the figureare the fluences (unit, numbers of Ga+ ions/nm2) applied.
The lineshows theshape of theGadistribution given by SRIM simulation.
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Figure10. TheGa (line) and carbide (symbol) density profiles. Parameters in the figureare
the fluences (unit, numbers of Ga+ ions/nm2) applied. SampleB, Ga+ 20 keV. The
distributions areshifted to have thesamedepth for theNi3C/pureNi transitions.
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